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ABSTRACT

This article critiques the global concern that international commercial arbitration (ICA) is becoming increasingly ‘judicialized’, addressing the growing sentiment in ICA that arbitral proceedings are too lengthy, expensive and complex. Assuming a contrarian perspective, it argues that attempts to address the cost and length of arbitration proceedings ought not to undermine the value of finely reasoned arbitral decisions grounded in law and justice. It also argues for a contextual assessment of ICA that extends beyond the debate over ‘judicialization’.

Using global illustrations and ICA developments in Australia as an initial guide, it suggests that balancing party autonomy, accountability, efficiency and fairness in ICA can help to resolve these growing criticisms of ‘judicialization’. Ultimately, the reform of international arbitration should take place within a framework of ‘international best practice’ that is both analytical in nature and functional in operation. As such, ICA should not only be affordable and expeditious, it should serve as a legitimate and effective method of resolving international commercial disputes. In addition, it should also balance the virtue of transparent proceedings against the need to respect the confidences of the parties.
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1. Introduction

Recently within international commercial arbitration (ICA) circles, a growing concern has emerged amongst critics, arbitrators and commentators alike about the formalization and ‘judicialization’ of international arbitration. Critics have suggested that ICA laws and procedures increasingly replicate national judicial procedures, national laws and their legal intricacies. Rather than provide a cost-efficient and
internationally accessible method of alternative dispute resolution, the concern is now that ICA is increasingly formalistic, expensive, and indeed, merely another step private parties must undertake before litigation. For example, Professor Luke Nottage suggests that there is now a new phase of development in ICA that ‘will likely remain characterized by ever-growing formalization of international commercial arbitration’.1

Given these growing concerns about the formalization and ‘judicialization’ of ICA, the question arises: is ICA still a viable option for resolving international disputes expeditiously, or is it now a source of costly and protracted conflict between commercial parties?

These concerns are undoubtedly important to any assessment of the future success of ICA. However, in focusing on the need for increasingly cheap and efficient arbitral awards, commentators and arbitration practitioners risk the danger of searching for the ‘El Dorado’ of ICA, in which every arbitral award is quick, efficient and streamlined. Although such qualities are desirable in some cases, they should not portray simplicity in ICA decision-making as an end in itself, in disregard of the potentially diminished quality of those decisions.2

As a result, the value of ICA ought to transcend a single and determinative pathway, such as streamlined, quick and timely awards, or even the converse of exhaustive case analyses, voluminous written proceedings and meticulously reasoned awards. The nature of arbitration should rather be contextually determined, taking account of the dispute, jurisdiction, applicable law, and reasonable expectations of the parties. In this way ‘best international practice’ can provide a more situational way of looking at
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ICA, rather than trying to promote the one-size-fits-all model of the ‘ideal’ arbitration often promoted in the narrative of ‘judicialization’.

Furthermore, whilst the confidential nature of ICA precludes extensive quantitative analysis of unpublished awards, there is also real doubt whether international arbitration is in fact becoming increasingly ‘judicialized’. For example, an empirical study conducted by Christopher Drahozal suggests that the dissatisfaction of parties with allegedly costly and dilatory ‘judicialized’ ICA may be anecdotal, with ‘little evidence of any significant move away from international arbitration’ in past years. In support of Drahozal’s argument, it is apparent that attacks on ‘judicialized’ ICA proceedings are often based on rhetorical or anecdotal perceptions of supposed delays and increasing costs. For example, Rémy Gerbay’s empirical assessment of the ‘judicialization’ of international arbitration refutes such catastrophic assessments as ‘international arbitration is on the brink of extinction!’ Gerbay’s analysis also argues that ‘empirical evidence does not support the assumption that international arbitration has recently become more judicialized’. He proposes instead that ‘the increased formality and sophistication of international arbitration procedure is partly due to the evolution of the dispute types referred to international arbitration’. As international commercial disputes become increasingly large and complex, the increased costs and delays of proceedings often merely signal the adaptability of ICA to accommodate increasingly multifaceted and procedurally complicated disputes. All this affirms the contextual nature of ICA, as arbitral awards acclimate to the particular circumstances of each dispute.

Ultimately, even if expedited ICA proceedings are sometimes desirable, streamlined proceedings are not truly expeditious if they oversimplify the applicable law, gloss over material facts, exclude expert testimony that can assist in clarifying both the facts and applicable law, and raise the spectre of judicial review. Adding value to ICA ought to surpass criticism of its ‘judicialization’ in favour of a more contextual
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5 Ibid 226-227.
6 Ibid 247.
7 Ibid 247.
framework that includes the pursuit of greater coherence in ICA, as well as more authoritative, well reasoned and streamlined awards. What constitutes such ‘best practice’ in ICA will vary from case to case, something that is obscured by overly generalized criticisms of ICA.

2. ICA in Australia and beyond

Australia provides a useful model in which to explore the relationship between perceived judicial formalism in arbitral decision-making and the case for a more streamlined and efficient arbitration landscape. Firstly, a study of the Australian model can help to understand the complexities and nuances involved in promoting ICA as an attractive method of dispute resolution. Secondly, the study can assist in demonstrating that arbitration cases that are subject to rigorous reasoning and detailed awards may still be both cost-effective and fair to parties. Thirdly, using Australia as a case study can also reflect on the state of commercial arbitration internationally.

In seeking to attract ICA to Australia, both national legislatures and international arbitration centres in the nation have sought to promote a gold standard of idealized arbitration in which arbitration proceedings are presented as cost-effective and expeditious. This aspiration is demonstrated by the current ‘overriding objective’ of the Australian Centre for International Commercial Arbitration’s (ACICA) of achieving ‘quick, cost-effective and fair’ dispute resolution. This overriding objective also takes centre stage in the ACICA’s new ‘Arbitration Rules 2016’, which aim to ‘build on ACICA’s established practice of providing an effective, efficient and fair arbitral process’ to its users. The wording of these phrases is derived in part from the institutional rules of other arbitration associations, but also from civil procedure and judicial rules in Australia.

9 Ibid.
Australia’s pursuit of this gold standard is now also expressed in section 39(2) of the 2010 amendments to the *International Arbitration Act* in Australia, which describes arbitration as an ‘efficient, impartial, enforceable and timely method by which to resolve commercial disputes’, reflecting the views of Justice Foster of the Federal Court and Justice Croft of the Victorian Supreme Court. Globally, the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) likewise emphasizes developing international arbitrations that ‘focus on the time and cost efficiency of arbitration’.

However, this gold standard of idealized ICA often contends with the continuing apprehension in Australia that, in practice, the nation’s arbitration regime is actually convoluted and cumbersome, a result of Australia’s judicial tradition of rigid common law reasoning.

Currently these criticisms of undue formalization in the conduct of ICA in Australia remain, notwithstanding Australia’s early adoption of the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law’s (UNCITRAL) Model Law in 1989, and adoption of the revised Model Law in 2010, both aiming to unify and simplify ICA. The consternation among those who criticize the ‘judicialization’ of ICA is that, despite Australia’s legislated endorsement of the Model Law, directed at reducing ‘foreign preliminary case management meeting so as to ensure what procedures ‘will be most appropriate and efficient for the case’. See <www.siac.org.sg/our-rules/rules/siac-rules-2013>.


17 Whilst Australia was quick in adopting the UNCITRAL Model Law, there still remain concerns that continued, ongoing legislative and policy reforms are needed. For example, Justice Croft recommends frequent, rolling reviews of the ‘UNCITRAL Rules’ governing ICA. See Justice C. Croft, ‘The Revised UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules of 2010: A Commentary’ (2010) 29(1) *The Arbitrator & Mediator* 17, at 28. Importantly, Nottage likewise urges rolling reviews of the *International Arbitration Act* and all related legislations that could influence ICA in Australia. See L. Nottage, ‘International Commercial Arbitration in Australia: What’s New and What’s Next?’ in N. Perram (ed.), *International Commercial Law and Arbitration: Perspectives* (2013), 287 at 313. This view can be contrasted to the perspective of Solicitor-General Justin Gleeson, who focuses further on the power of case law to incrementally improve the effectiveness of ICA.
and unfamiliar provisions and procedures’, ICA in Australia remains overly complex and falls short of ‘international best practice’. These criticisms of ICA in Australia are discussed immediately below.

3.1 The case for ‘judicialization’

A preliminary survey of critics and commentators recently writing on ICA in Australia suggests that most believe that Australia’s ICA regime is still predominantly formal and complex in nature. Their criticisms are that arbitrators (including many ex-judges, unlike in non-common law jurisdictions especially in Asia) accept lengthy briefs, adopt formal proceedings, produce awards that resemble detailed common law decisions, and are subject to the cost, delay and destabilization of judicial review. Exacerbating their concern is the perceived history of over-intervention by the judiciary in arbitration processes, namely through the judicial review of arbitration awards.

Typifying these criticisms are comments made by Neil Kaplan, a leading Hong Kong-based international arbitrator, at the centenary of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators in Australia on March 2015. Kaplan commented on the need for arbitrators to provide arbitral awards that are much shorter and succinct, and that avoid resembling typical common law judgments that set out the procedural histories and legal submissions of the parties. He encouraged the use of head notes in arbitral awards, the shortening of legal submissions and arguments in arbitration, as well as the provision of low-cost hearing rooms for arbitrators.

Referring to Australia’s adoption of international instruments, Professors Richard Garnett and Luke Nottage substantiate these general criticisms of the formality and ‘judicialization’ of arbitration currently in Australia, and by extension, internationally. They contend that Australia’s particularized adoption of the revised Model Law in
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19 See Croft, supra note 2, at 4.
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2010 erred towards conservatism and formalism. For example, they assert that Australia rejected the UNCITRAL’s carefully crafted compromise power permitting a tribunal to make *ex parte* preliminary orders in support of interim measures. They claim further that Australia has restricted the scope for opting out of the Model Law, and that it has maintained the *status quo* in regard to the rules governing the enforcement of foreign awards.

Nottage and Garnett conclude ‘that a bolder and more progressive stance would highlight Australia as a distinctive and forward-looking player in the field, compared to the slightly crusty and complacent forums in some more traditional venues’. They also identify a consistent trend in Australia’s ICA regime to opt for safe and more limited arbitral provisions that prevent any ‘broader cultural reform’ from occurring, despite the contention of the then Attorney General Robert McClelland that the 2010 amendments to the International Arbitration Act would enhance ICA.

Garnett and Nottage also challenge the ‘seemingly perennial tension between informality and formality’ in ICA. They conclude that delays and costs in arbitrating are escalating in Australia and also globally, due to the allegedly continuing ‘judicialization’ of ICA.

Garnett and Nottage are not alone in their criticisms. Australian judges have also criticized the ‘localization’ of ICA in Australia, arguing that doing so undermines its transnational application. Whilst some judges acknowledge the need to strike a balance between ‘court support and court intervention in the arbitration process’, the overriding concern is that the Australian judiciary applies localized standards in
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dealing with arbitral awards, without reflecting on the international values and codes that support ICA.

These criticisms about the length and costs of ICA in Australia resonate internationally. For example, Nottage challenges ‘legal reasoning, beloved of legal professionals everywhere but particularly within the English (and hence Australian) legal tradition’.32 In support of his contentions, he highlights the comments of Patrick Atiyah and Robert Summers, who critique the formal characteristics of English common law (as opposed to the more substantive flavour of law practiced in the United States).33

The emphasis on the need for cultural reform of ICA is also echoed in the reports of leading international arbitration institutions. The 2015 report of ICC on ‘Controlling Time and Costs in Arbitration’ stresses that the ‘increasing and, on occasion, unnecessary complication of the proceedings seems to be the main explanation for the long duration and high costs of many international arbitrations’.34

In a recent United Kingdom symposium overseen by Commercial Dispute Resolution, Matthew Weiniger, a specialist in international commercial arbitration at Linklaters, suggested that delays in publishing arbitral awards are currently the ‘hottest of hot topics’35 in ICA. Weiniger elaborates that ‘if you can solve this problem [of delay and inefficiency] then you could solve what 80% of people to believe to be the biggest problem in arbitration today’.36
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36 Ibid.
Given this international criticism directed against the ‘judicialization’ of ICA, well beyond Australia, two related questions remain. Is the formality and complexity of institutionalized ICA itself perceived as the key source of protracted ICA proceedings? Or is the duration and spiralling costs of ICA attributable more directly to the conduct of the disputing parties and the lawyers who represent them?

3.2 Improving ICA beyond ‘judicialization’

Critics ordinarily attribute time and cost inefficiency in administering ICA to institutional and structural rules that facilitate complex and dilatory proceedings, such as the conservative application of the UNCITRAL Model Law as discussed in section two above. However, the perceived cost and protraction of ICA may also derive significantly from international companies that engage lawyers to prepare for ICA proceedings.37 For example, the majority of expenditures associated with ICA are party costs, especially the costs of lawyers who are accustomed to using carefully prepared briefs and searching for legal intricacies in making or responding to claims.38 A total of 85% of costs associated with arbitration are estimated as being party costs that both parties incur in hiring their own lawyers and experts.39 Thus, even if arbitration institutions could offer more efficient and cost-effective services, they would require the cooperation of the parties to proceedings to significantly reduce the costs of the entire arbitration process, including the review of extensive documentation filed by the parties.40

An underlying target of criticism is also the allegedly ‘billable hours’ culture within commercial law firms and other service providers, which protracts arbitral proceedings and renders them more expensive.41

38 Nottage, supra note 1, at 9.
40 Ibid.
41 Ibid 14. See also Nottage, supra note 29, at 215.
Highlighting this concern is the perception that parties to ICA may misunderstand how it functions, ascribed in part to the confidentiality of ICA proceedings, but also to the failure of lawyers to adequately inform their clients about the nature and operation of ICA. A perceived consequence of this failure is that ICA may degenerate into a ‘market for lemons’, in which poorer quality arbitration products thrive due to limited information on arbitration services being made available to the consumers of those services.\(^ \text{(42)} \)

Further accentuating the concern over rising ICA costs is the perceived lack of understanding among both lawyers and arbitrators regarding how arbitration should differ from civil litigation.\(^ \text{(43)} \) This concern includes a perceived need to educate younger arbitrators about the distinctiveness of ICA, and to appoint arbitrators from areas of legal or other practice that are less influenced by a pervasive culture of civil litigation.\(^ \text{(44)} \)

Finally, the disparagement of complex and overly ‘judicialized’ ICA proceedings is also attributed to intrusive legal conservatism that encourages parties to ICA to seek formal and protracted proceedings in the pursuit of self-preserving legitimacy and certainty. As Joerg Risse aptly observes, companies engaging in dispute resolution may fear that, if a case is lost, they will be criticized for not having tried everything to win it (even if this means lengthy and protected proceedings).\(^ \text{(45)} \)

All this suggests that the formality and complexity of ICA may be attributed to causes beyond the ‘judicialization’ of arbitration. In particular, the narrative of ‘judicialization’ may simplify criticism of ICA to ‘blaming’ arbitration itself as a process, obscuring broader questions about how best to ensure that parties to disputes are committed to resolve their disputes both prudently and efficiently. Whilst ICA

\(^ \text{(42)} \) Nottage, \textit{supra} note 29, at 234.
\(^ \text{(44)} \) Nottage, \textit{supra} note 37, at 12.
understandably needs to be cost-effective and streamlined, these ideals need not obscure the influence of extravagant legal and commercial practices on international dispute resolution. Criticizing ICA solely for being ‘judicialized’ should not ignore the bigger picture in which legal culture and commercial perceptions contribute to growing dissatisfaction with ICA.

4.1 Determining ‘best international practice’

Given the problems and simplification which the narrative of ‘judicialization’ entails, what other grounds may provide a platform for functionally and productively reforming ICA?

At a conceptual level, developing a model of ‘international best practice’ may provide a more defensible and flexible way in which to critically assess the success of ICA.

Firstly, central to determining what constitutes ‘best international practice’ is a functional assessment on how best to employ a practice that: both attracts and adds value to ICA, that promotes ICA as a sustainable alternative to civil litigation, and that facilitates the implementation of emerging and viable standards of ‘international best practice’. In this way, this standard of ‘best practice’ in ICA can avoid relying solely on arguments of expedition and efficiency, thereby challenging the pejorative assessment of the ‘judicialization’ of ICA.

On more careful assessment however, making reference to ‘best practice’ may obscure the potentially ambiguous nature of that very term. For example, Neil Kaplan aligns the term ‘best practice’ with the simplification of arbitral proceedings, the shortening of arbitral awards and submissions, the use of headnotes in arbitration awards, and the simplification of legal arguments in arbitral proceedings. But is simplification synonymous with decontaminating and purifying impurities in the standards ascribed to ‘best practice’? Or does ‘best practice’ promote a balance between formal and functional reasoning, beyond such simplification?

46 Maher and Price, supra note 20.
47 Ibid.
In response, arbitrator and barrister Albert Monichino contends that ‘to speak about “best practice” in international commercial arbitration is somewhat contentious … [It] is an illusive concept and not an objective, measurable standard’.\(^{48}\) In response, Monichino posits a three-part conceptualization of a legal system that he sees as successfully adopting ‘best practice’, seeking to define ‘international best practice’ in ICA. These encompass:

a) A legal system with a single arbitration Act (covering both domestic and international arbitration);

b) A single court supervising arbitrations; and

b) A single, well-resourced arbitration institution within the nation.\(^{49}\)

Applying this conceptualization to the case study at hand, it is arguable that Australia does not comprehensively satisfy any of these three criteria. Australia does not have a single arbitration Act. Nor does it have a single court designated for supervising arbitration, such as the Federal Court of Australia.\(^{50}\) Rather, numerous courts oversee both domestic and international arbitration, thereby potentially impeding the development of a truly distinctive ‘international best practice’ for ICA.

Australia also does not have a single, well-resourced arbitration institution regulating ICA, notwithstanding the presence of the ACICA.\(^{51}\) Despite publishing new, efficiency-focused arbitration rules, such as its release on 26 November 2015, the ACICA has limited facilities at its premises at 1 Castlereagh Street, Sydney. Other institutions, such as Resolution Institute\(^{52}\) and the recently established Perth Centre for Energy and Resources (PCERA) also produce their own arbitration rules and services, demonstrating the variety of arbitration institutions within the nation.\(^{53}\)
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\(^{49}\) Ibid 46.


Given both the difficulty of defining ‘best practice’ and the challenges nations like Australia have in attaining a standard of ‘international best practice’ for ICA, it is clear that there are broader problems with ICA than its disparate ‘localization’ in one or another jurisdiction.

These broader problems, extending beyond Australia, do not suggest that courts, faced with different arbitration legislation in different jurisdictions, are likely to steadfastly resist the formulation of ‘international best practice’ in relation to ICA. Nor is the contention that different ICA centres, with their own rules and procedures, will inherently undermine such ‘best practice’. Indeed, different specialized ICA services offered under a single centre’s rubric may well enhance ‘best practice’ in ICA. What is suggested is that such diverse practices across courts and arbitration centres are likely to undermine the continuing need for consistent and predictable ICA practices. What is also suggested is that ‘international best practice’ may support not only accessible ICA proceedings, but also analytically rigorous ICA awards.

4.2 ‘Best practice’ innovations

Given this preliminary assessment, one way of promoting a standard of ‘international best practice’ is to identify innovations to ICA which balance efficiency with the need to offer due process, sound reasoning and transparent decision-making in ICA. A purposive approach can be taken to identify these potential ICA innovations, such as in response to user concerns about the dilatory nature of ICA and ultimately, to implement them in a stable, reliable and proficient manner. There are ways of adding value to ICA not limited to solving the presumed ‘judicialization’ of arbitration.

Accomplishing these aims involves answering several key questions. Using Monichino’s argument as an illustration, are there exemplars of ‘best international practice’ in ICA that warrant analysis? How can one rebut the criticism that ICA will stagnate in the absence of large scale and flashy structural innovations? As Welser and De Berti identify, what more can be done to ‘provide users of arbitration with the

highest possible level of efficiency and fairness in the resolution of their business disputes”. Importantly, how can one respond to concerns that ICA institutions are too under-resourced to innovate substantively, reliably, and in a sustained manner?

4.3 ‘Best practice’ as transparency and accountability

Rather than defining ‘best practice’ solely as the pursuit of efficiency and cost-effectiveness, ICA also needs to be improved so as to better respond to the concerns of its users for transparency and accountability. Exemplifying these concerns is Michael Mcilwrath, who in his October 2015 post on the Kluwer Arbitration Blog highlights the dissatisfaction users of arbitration have with arbitration institutions for not publishing accurate or transparent information on the efficiency of arbitrator performance. Quoting from the Queen Mary University of London’s recent 2015 International Arbitration Survey, he notes that ‘interviewees felt that more information about the average length of time institutions’ cases would allow them to make more informed choices’.

Likewise, Lord Peter Goldsmith, in his speech on investor state dispute settlement, exposes current debates and complaints ‘that international arbitration for international disputes amounts to an undemocratic secret court system’, a problem that he attributes to lack a transparency and accountability.

One practical development that attempts to counteract this dearth of information is the online informational network, Arbitrator Intelligence. This resource of information provides users with web-based information, data from past awards by arbitrators, and information generated through feedback questionnaires, all directed at increasing the
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transparency, fairness, accountability and diversity in selecting arbitrators.\textsuperscript{58} This information network could be utilized more expansively to redress inaccuracy or inefficiency in the conduct of arbitration. It could advise users about protracted arbitration proceedings and awards, including where these protracted proceedings take place and under which arbitration centre’s supervision. It could also help to reduce information asymmetries in the current ICA market.

Another innovation could be to provide for client satisfaction reporting, such as was adopted by the Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre in July 2015.\textsuperscript{59} This may well constitute a credible way to encourage well-resourced and effectively managed ICA proceedings, consistent with the third element in Monichino’s conception of ‘best practice’.\textsuperscript{60} Such client satisfaction reporting is also consistent with the consensual nature of arbitration. It also affirms the view that party feedback after an arbitration can help to improve arbitration processes in the future, so long as knowledge of its availability after an award does not encourage patronage, harassment or intimidation in proceedings. In this way, ICA innovations can focus on bolstering accountability and transparency as an integral part of ‘best practice’ (not limited to cost and expedition). Feedback on the operation of arbitration can highlight the diverse attributes of a successful arbitration, without regressing into a system of dispute resolution that focuses solely on efficiency.

\subsection*{4.4 ‘Best practice’ as flexibility and balance}

Given these possible innovations identified in the previous section, there remains the concern that seeking innovation solely by replicating the ‘best practice’ of ICA market leaders may simply lead to the formalization of standard ‘international practice’. If all arbitration centres adopt feedback questionnaires or client satisfaction reporting, will this become simply the status quo that does little to improve the actual accountability or transparency of arbitration?

\textsuperscript{58} \url{http://www.arbitratorintelligence.org/}.


\textsuperscript{60} Ibid.
Accordingly, the potential result of resistance to market leadership in ICA is to retain the status quo and not truly to add value to ICA services. This formalization may also undermine the potential flexibility of ICA proceedings, especially if arbitration centres do no more than follow formulaic innovations of ‘international best practice’ such as by issuing these client satisfaction reports or comparable documentation. As Welser and De Berti observe, such market directed replication of ‘best practices’ innovation might ‘render arbitral proceedings less flexible’.61

As such, it is necessary to avoid stultifying ‘best practice’ through homogenisation and to reemphasize the need for ICA procedures to be sufficiently tractable and flexible to adapt to the needs of different cases.

Accordingly, there is need for ICA reform to take into account market differences by addressing ICA impediments both systemically and contextually. This entails placing greater emphasis on the entire management of arbitral cases, such as in ensuring that arbitrators deliver timely awards with impartiality, experience, professionalism and above all flexibility. Simply filling out a feedback questionnaire will fall short of a flexible and contextually-informed solution to the perceived problems of ICA (including the failure to take account of different styles and requirements of arbitral awards in different contexts).

This emphasis on the multifaceted attributes of ICA is reflected in the growing importance placed on the case management of arbitration services. For example, in identifying the emergence of a new generation of arbitration, particularly the generation of ‘professional dispute managers’,62 Thomas Schultz and Robert Kovacs both highlight how arbitrators are now being expected by users to offer more than just simplified, predictable or fair awards.63 Rather, they stress that adaptability in case management is essential in promoting and developing ‘international best practices’

61 Welser and De Berti, supra note 56, at 79.
63 Ibid 166; 169.
that balance the values of fairness and efficiency. In issue is the contextual need to reconcile different interests in an adaptable manner, such as to reconcile confidentiality with transparent ICA proceedings, not unlike the need to reconcile a drug manufacturer’s right to commercial in-confidence and the public’s right to know about the health implications of using attendant drugs in investor-state arbitration.64

**4.5 Specialized and expedited arbitration**

A further measure for improving ICA services contextually is to adopt expedited arbitration rules in certain cases only, such as on lines comparable to the ACICA’s ‘Expedited Arbitration Rules’.65 For example, rules can be developed to render specific kinds of arbitration cases more streamlined and affordable, such as in expediting cases involving claims below five million dollars.66 Such expedited arbitration rules have been endorsed by a number of East Asian arbitration centres, as noted by Joongi Kim in assessing how the ‘leading jurisdictions in Asia have taken the lead in adopting provisions concerning expedited procedures’.67 However, setting limits based on the quantum in dispute, ought not to imbed a narrow rule of thumb determination, but ought rather to be re-examined and where appropriate, modified to meet changing contextual needs.

A seemingly more resilient alternative is to establish a mandatory maximum length for ICA proceedings. For example, domestic legislation directed at regulating ICA could replicate recent Indian legislation by restricting arbitral proceedings to a twelve-month period, unless the parties expressly agree otherwise.68 One problem is that not all ICA cases fit this mould: some cases are complex and require more than such a specified period in which to be resolved. A time-constrained period can also force
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arbitrators to expedite decisions under pressure when more time-consuming and deliberative proceedings are justified in the interests of justice. However, the mandatory maximum length of ICA could be extended, such as in response to delays arising from force majeure circumstances beyond the reasonable control of the parties.

A more radical structural transformation of ICA includes a country creating a commercial court with jurisdiction to resolve international commercial disputes, including those ordinarily destined for ICA, as was recently established in Singapore.\(^69\) Such a structural ‘retro-fitting’ to the judicial system could affirm the beneficial role which domestic courts have in deciding international commercial disputes. It could offer the continuity of legally reasoned decisions and the application of judicial precedent. It could lead to the ‘encouragement, facilitation and support of international commercial’\(^70\) by a single commercial court, which could develop specialized capacity and knowledge in deciding cases associated with ICA, albeit by moving away from ICA as a private system of justice.

Certainly, there are risks to such innovations. Structural reforms, such as the creation of an international arbitration court, might accentuate existing qualms about the unwieldy ‘judicialization’ of ICA. Managing cases according to the size of a claim, or setting limits on the duration of case, can become rigid and unyielding. Conversely, permitting exceptions to avoid such rigidity can destabilize the clarity of arbitration proceedings. Just as hard rules can invite exceptions, exceptions can overly displace instructive rules (whether by design or osmosis).

Nevertheless, these specialized and expedited arbitration regimes provide a useful starting point for further discussing and critically examining the best ways to promote ICA globally. Such innovations also offer diverse but balanced ways of developing
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‘international best practice’ for ICA without being mired in a confined search for the ‘El Dorado’ of speed and cost-efficiency.

5.1 Broadening the case for ‘best practice’

What the search for ‘best practice’ in ICA also does is present ways of thinking more broadly and critically about the standing and operation of arbitration in discrete legal and arbitral contexts. It asks the question: what about the continued quality and reasoning of arbitral awards? Beyond improving the structural accountability, flexibility and efficiency of ICA, how can the quality and fairness of arbitration be assessed?

As Fortese and Hemmi imaginatively propose, there is the need for an arbitral ‘magic triangle’ which integrates the values of party autonomy, due process and efficiency, rather than reduce them to discrete and competing requirements imposed through formally judicialized rules.71 To focus too narrowly on the ‘judicialization’ of arbitration is to ignore the continued importance of ICA in delivering reasoned decisions, quality awards and enforceable rulings that are functionally sound as well. As Jennifer Kirby suggests in her essay ‘Efficiency in International Arbitration: Whose Duty Is It?’,72 ‘the issue of efficiency in international arbitration is often misunderstood to be a matter of time and cost, when it is really a question of the relationship between time, cost and quality’.73 She aptly adds that, ‘in trying to increase efficiency, we’re at best standing on the shoulders of giants to tinker with a well-oiled prosperity machine’.74 ‘International best practice’ may provide a way to achieve this tinkering objective, by striving to ensure that the ‘judicialized’ and procedural requirements of ICA are framed within a conceptual Iron Triangle of time, cost and quality.

Adopting such a contextual framework for ‘international best practice’ inevitably means moving beyond the restrictive narrative of ‘judicialization’. ICA reform instead
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71 Fortese and Hemmi, supra note 64, at 122.
73 Ibid 689.
74 Ibid 695.
ought to occur within a framework of rigorous legal reasoning, transparency and accountability, whilst still taking account of the cost and delays often emphasized by ICA critics. As posited in a recent interview with Gabrielle Kaufmann-Kohler, an international arbitrator from the Geneva-based firm of Levy Kaufmann-Kohler, the push for efficiency in arbitral awards should be accompanied by reforms that also push towards increased transparency, disclosure and (importantly) quality in arbitration.75 As aptly summed up by Kaufmann-Kohler: ‘I would hope that quality also plays a role, and not only speed’.76

Whilst Kaufmann-Kohler’s focus is on the ICC’s updated rules that require arbitral tribunals to submit draft awards within three months of the last substantive hearing or submission, the same concern for efficiency is evident beyond the ICC.77 The Singapore International Arbitration Centre (SIAC), for example, requires its arbitrators to submit draft awards within 45 days of the last substantive proceeding.78 The key contextual issue is to ensure that these reforms pursue efficiency and the elimination of protracted ‘judicialization’ in accordance with, not at the expense of, the quality of awards produced by arbitrators.

5.2 Transnational versus national ‘best practice’

One caveat that should be noted, however, is that the search for ‘international best practice’ in ICA ought not to invite the opening of ‘Pandora’s Box’ to every new insight ascribed to due process, or to natural justice. Nor ought it simply invite a new conception of arbitral efficiency or lead to a codification of arbitral ‘practice’ that stymies the need for arbitration to also be adaptable.79 Rather, ‘international best practice’ should be predicated on the specific rationale that ICA offers a valuable form of private justice that is dispensed fairly by an expert tribunal, empowered by the disputing parties (including through their choice of law clauses). Reform of such

76 Ibid.
78 Simson, supra note 79.
79 Justice Croft, for example, warns of the UNCITRAL ‘Arbitration Rules’ becoming overly prescriptive. See Croft, supra note 17, at 27.
practice should therefore also focus on developing an international body of principles, standards and rules to govern dispute resolution. This global accessibility and uniformity is another key element in developing a viable standard of ‘international’ best practice.

Whilst there are inevitably problems associated with developing and applying a privatized body of international principles, standards and rules to govern transnational disputes, the process of international commercial arbitration is grounded in the traditions of a trans-regional ‘Law Merchant’. In effect, merchant judges decide disputes based on commercial usage and practice, including the pursuit of expeditious proceedings. Parties that adopt these Law Merchant tenets recast into a ‘Twenty First Century Law Merchant’ subordinate (to varying degrees) restrictive national legal systems and domestic court procedures in favour of transnational arbitration practices and procedures. These practices and procedures, in turn, are based on merchant customs and usages that are ascribed to international arbitration as the modern incarnation of the medieval Law Merchant.

Hence, the perceived benefit of developing an international standard of ‘best practice’ to govern ICA is in generating a more harmonious, predictable and responsive body of law to resolve transnational commercial disputes. Such benefits are reflected in efforts to harmonize the interpretation of arbitration rules not only internationally, but also through domestic legislation. As Australian judge Justice Croft suggests, specialist arbitration lists and judges within national jurisdictions can further enhance the uniformity and predictability of ICA. Among the ‘enumerated advantages’ of such harmonizing developments in ICA, according to Welser and De Berti, are ‘predominantly, the increased predictability and fairness of the proceedings.’
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80 Stephen Ware notes the possible problems associated with the emergence of privatized law, but notes above all that, as an alternative method of dispute resolution, ‘arbitration deserve[s] to flourish’. See S. J. Ware, ‘Arbitration and Assimilation’, (1999) 77(4) Washington University Law Review 1053, at 1063.
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What is suggested is therefore that arriving at models of ‘international best practice’ for ICA, now and in the future, be undertaken against the background of party autonomy in selecting arbitrators and in determining the rules governing the arbitral process, following the traditions of the Law Merchant. That is, ultimately, the most sustainable attribute of a 21st century ‘Lex Mercatoria’ as an order driven by, and for, transnational merchants. As such, the narrative of the ‘judicialization’ of ICA, in which arbitrators replicate the rules and practices of common law courts, ought not to obscure the transnational history of international arbitration which functions beyond the domain of national judiciaries.

However, acknowledging the transnational character of commercial law does not infer that 21st century ICA should disregard national law or the decisions of national courts. As the New York Convention recognizes, ICA is constrained by domestic legal systems, and reflected in the parties’ choices of law. It is also conceivable that some national courts might challenge arbitration agreements that empower arbitral tribunals to decide disputes *ex aequo et bono*, namely, in accordance with the arbitrator’s conception of ‘justice and fairness’ that operates beyond the choice of domestic law.

Nevertheless, a national court would be hard pressed to disregard choices which disputing parties freely make, including by placing their trust in an arbitral system of justice, rather than in a national judicial system. The preferred role is for national courts therefore to support ICA, balancing judicial support for independent party-selected arbitration processes, and providing protection from undue judicial intrusion. This is something that judges recognize in stressing the global need to enforce the New York Convention.

However, more needs to be done to reconcile the tension between ICA’s reliance on common law traditions with transnational methods of dispute resolution that are both
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streamlined and modernized, such as by granting parties autonomy to rely on transnational over national rules of evidence and procedure. Illustrating this tension between national and transnational dispute resolution is the ongoing debate in the ICA community over the validity of *ex parte* hearings.\(^89\)

Resolving this tension does not entail the triumph of trans-nationalization over nationalization. Nor, too, does it suggest that ICA awards that diverge from decisions by national courts invariably lead to the unfair or inconsistent treatment of disputing parties. Indeed, the ‘judicialization’ of arbitration offers a potential benefit to ICA regimes in promoting carefully constructed reasons that comply with respect for the rule of law that operates *transnationally*, not only as applied to national law courts in domestic cases.

For example, arbitration in Hong Kong is identified with ‘both the independence of its highly-regarded judiciary and the strength of its rule of law tradition’, seeing ‘judicialized’ proceedings that comply with these traditions as attracting international arbitrations to its venue.\(^90\) More controversially and increasingly equivocally, Chinese courts are criticized for ‘avoid[ing] their obligation in enforcement cases’\(^91\) and on generalized grounds that ‘few foreign legal persons or partners have trust in Chinese litigation rules’.\(^92\)

These normative assessments of the ‘rule of law’ traditions across judicial jurisdictions, by watchdogs such as Transparency International,\(^93\) are inevitably both circumstantially determined and variable in their intensity. National ‘rule of law’ traditions are not fixed in time or place. China’s commitment to encourage inbound investment is a sound reason for the Chinese government to contain disputes over allegations that it has engaged in the *de facto* expropriation of foreign investments. Whether investor rights are best protected by investor-state arbitration or by domestic Chinese litigation may be subject to debate; however, the perceived virtue of either
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resort is likely to vary according to the kind of dispute, parties and quantum in dispute, and not be determined on a priori principled and decontextualized grounds.

Ultimately, the transnational needs of ‘best practice’ in ICA are dynamic, not static in nature. Typifying the evolving nature of transnational arbitration practice is the European Union’s recent proposal to create an International Investment Court to preside over disputes for possible adoption in the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership.94 The key rationale for the EU’s proposal is that international investment disputes should be resolved by internationally appointed judges deciding disputes in accordance with international investment law. While such an international court diverges from ICA, it reflects a move to ‘judicialize’ arbitration internationally, through a global trial and appellate judicial process operating beyond the confines of domestic laws and their judicial systems.95

A somewhat different system of transnational dispute resolution is reflected in the 2015 China-Australia Free Trade Agreement,96 which provides that both China and Australia will establish a roster of arbitrators for the resolution of investor-state disputes.97 The China-Australian Agreement is also unusual in providing for a standing panel in such arbitration.98 It is also distinctive in adopting a detailed process for managing the appointment and conduct of investor-state arbitrators, by requiring that the arbitrators avoid any appearance of partiality, and that they make disclosures of actual or perceived conflicts of interest before and during proceedings.99 This management of standing panels of investor-state arbitrators, while arguably ‘judicializing’ such arbitration in part, reflects a potential shift towards more transparent arbitral appointments and proceedings than are ordinarily associated with

97 Ibid. See specifically article 9.15(5).
99 The agreement is ambiguous as to who constitutes the standing panel. According to it, the Joint Committee on Investment establishes and maintains a roster. However, it appears that the words ‘establish’ and ‘maintain’ do not include appointment of arbitrators to the roster. Article 9.15(6) provides that the state parties to the Treaty select five arbitrators each, while 10 additional arbitrators who are not nationals of either party are chosen jointly. Thus, while the Joint Committee has oversight over the standing panel, China and Australia each intend to retain a high degree of control over the appointment of arbitrators. See L. Trakman and D. Musayelyan, ‘Arguments for and against Standing Panels of Arbitrators in Investor-State Arbitration: Evidence and Reality’ (2016, forthcoming).
the ad hoc appointment of investor-state arbitrators. It also promotes a balance between supervising standing panels of arbitrators and still providing the disputing parties with the autonomy to appoint arbitrators from the list.100

Importantly, this example identifies the potential benefits of adopting a modified form of ‘judicialization’ in reforming ICA. It also demonstrates the attempt by two states to achieve a balance between adaptable and uniform ‘international best practice’ directed at invigorating and sustaining a more transparent system of international arbitration.

6. Opportunities for ICA reform

Nevertheless, what can be done to add value specifically to the nature and content of ICA services? There are a number of potential reforms, consistent with ‘international best practice’, beyond the narrative of ‘judicialization’.

6.1 Specialization

One initial suggestion is to promote particular kinds of arbitration, such as centres that focus on expedited arbitration proceedings, or target specific commercial needs that vary according to the nature of the industry and dispute involved.

Following Monichino’s proposal for a single national ICA institution,101 one viable avenue for reform is to ensure that there is an overarching institution which controls and regulates ICA. Under the structural supervision of this centre, subset specialist division with specialist arbitrators could focus on discrete industries (such as energy and resources), on particular kinds of disputes (such as intellectual property), or on selected aspects of arbitration (such as expedited proceedings).
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In this way, consolidating centres in national jurisdictions could promote particular kinds of arbitration internationally, whilst harmonizing arbitral procedures that are mutually compatible across specialized fields of arbitration in a manner that that is accessible to their users. The result could be the provision of ‘best practice’ in particular specialty fields, such as energy arbitration on the one hand, and intellectual property on the other, based on the capacity of the centre and its sub-set specialty divisions to deliver such services transparently and efficiently.

As mentioned previously, the Perth Centre for Energy and Resources Arbitration, or PCERA, could typify such a development in the energy and natural resources sector, albeit evolving independently of the ACICA. Commencing operations in early 2015, the PCERA advertises its ability to offer specific, experienced and industry-oriented services in the energy and resources industry, emphasising the ‘specialized skill set of the arbitrators’.102 As Adel van de Walt, Peter Wiese and Dipesh Jasmat of Clayton Utz argue, that Centre has instilled a sense of opportunity within the arbitration market, directed at enabling companies in the energy and resources industry globally to ‘begin to consider seriously what PCERA offers during the contract-drafting stage’.103 If these aspirations are affirmed over time, it is reasonable to infer that arbitrators affiliated with PCERA will have a higher commercial understanding of their industry compared to arbitrators with more general arbitral backgrounds. In addition, the availability of such specialized services is more likely to contribute to a dynamic and evolving ‘international best practice’ as identified in section four above.104

Moving forward, further focus could be given to particular kinds of arbitration services, such as expedited arbitration services with online features. For example, online intellectual property services could be provided in copyright, trademark and domain name cases that meet pre-determined and advertised criteria. Again, these services could be offered in accordance with local capabilities and perceived international need. They could also be provided in partnerships with global arbitration centres such as the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), which also offers expedited arbitration proceedings (including online) in an intellectual property market that is increasingly concerned with costs and delays.\textsuperscript{105}

The more such arbitration service centres cater to the specific needs of their clients, the more value that can add to ICA services nationally and also, internationally.

However, there is a cautionary argument, raised by Albert Monichino in his tripartite conception of ‘best practice’, about the importance of having a ‘single, well-resourced arbitration institution within the nation’.\textsuperscript{106} According to his line of reasoning, to offer numerous and distinctive national arbitration centres, each offering their own rules and procedural codes, could over-complicate the nation’s arbitral landscape, reducing the international accessibility to ICA in particular. Consequently, the presence of overarching centres and affiliations among arbitration centres in a national jurisdiction is important, not least of all to promote stability and avoid duplication in the provision of ICA services.

\textbf{6.2 Court supported arbitration}

Another issue for ICA reform is the potential to develop a single court that supervises arbitrations in each national jurisdiction, rather than rely on multiple courts with concurrent jurisdiction over ICA.\textsuperscript{107} This problem is also highlighted by Monichino, who suggests of the Australian ICA experience, that the Federal Court of Australia should be established as the only intermediate appellate court that hears arbitration matters in Australia, thereby promoting the uniform interpretation of Australia’s
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Rather than rely on the fragmented court system, this single court could be staffed by judges who are conversant with applicable legislation governing international arbitration and aware of the ‘tightrope act’ involved in supporting arbitration (not too little or not too much). Such a development highlights the need to cultivate a cadre of judges, arbitrators and lawyers who have the expertise and experience to respond to the potential diversity of ICA cases, including variable ICA processes that are subject to judicial review. In this sense, specialization is again the key to adding value to the recognition and enforcement of ICA awards domestically.

A more ambitious national judicial option is to create a commercial court to oversee international commercial arbitration, such as the Singapore International Commercial Court (SICC) launched on 5 January 2015. Significantly, the SICC has jurisdiction over claims of an international and commercial nature, despite being a division of the Singapore High Court and part of the Supreme Court of Singapore. The creation of the specialized SICC potentially extends the highly regarded Singapore International Arbitration Centre. It also offers a potential response to the criticism that national courts of general jurisdiction sometimes lack the requisite commercial expertise to review arbitration awards, and sometimes lead to lengthy delays and spiralling court and party costs.

In effect, specialized commercial courts, in the tradition of the English Commercial Court or the SICC could add further value to the review of ICA awards in other jurisdictions. Richard Southwell, who recommended the creation of a specialist commercial court in Singapore in 1990, fittingly stated that: ‘the greater the experience of the Judge, the less time needs to be spent in educating the Judge in particular cases … savings in court time can be made as a result of a case being tried
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by a Judge already familiar with the commercial background against which the particular dispute has arisen’. 114

Viewed as promoting a continuum from arbitration to litigation, courts like the SICC can respond more efficiently and transparently to the discrete needs of ICA users, while also addressing applicable legal and public policy requirements.

6.3 Recent developments and examples of ICA reform

In addition to reforms focused on providing specialized arbitration services and court supervision of arbitral awards, there are a number of recent ICA innovations that, suggest, again, of the value of moving away from the narrow narrative of ‘judicialization’. Beyond the undoubted need to improve the speed and cost of ICA are also developments that can improve the reputation of ICA as an internationally uniform method of delivering fair and quality decisions.

For example, the newly established Commercial Arbitration Centre (CAC) in Lisbon has not focused on speed or cost-efficiencies so much as on developing an arbitration centre focused on ensuring party autonomy and input into arbitral awards. In particular, the CAC of Lisbon has introduced a system of guidelines and ethics for the appointment of its arbitrators, attempting not only to increase the perceived efficiency of arbitration, but also to enhance the perceived legitimacy of arbitral awards. Parties are given increased input into the decision of which arbitrator they will have, and arbitrators are required, under increasingly stringent guidelines under the CAC, to demonstrate their proof of training and experience in arbitration.115 Rather than allowing inadequately qualified or underperforming arbitrators to rely on the confidentiality of proceedings to insulate themselves from bad reputations, the CAC provides another example of reforms in ICA focused on improving the quality and perceived legitimacy of awards.
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In opening the new headquarters of the Sharjah International Commercial Arbitration Centre in the United Arab Emirates, proponents of arbitration in that region focused not solely on efficiency or speed, but on the need for ICA centres to accord to highest global standards of confidentiality, transparency, impartiality and professionalism.\(^{116}\) This particular Centre organized training courses on its opening, suggesting again of the need to provide high quality education to new arbitrators, beyond simply a focus on expedited or one-size-fits-all proceedings.\(^{117}\) Likewise, the newly established Bucharest International Arbitration Court (BIAC) heralded its opening as an opportunity to instil ‘best practices’ into the quality of ICA services.\(^{118}\) Undoubtedly, ‘best practices’ or ‘quality’ are rhetorical devices used by proponents of these new centres to promote their recent establishment, and these recent centres should be judged on their records. Nevertheless, as highlighted by the banner heads of the well-established Japan Commercial Arbitration Centre, ICA practitioners do indeed recognize the need to promote the continued value of providing ICA as a ‘global standard’ enshrining such best practice precepts as ‘party autonomy’, ‘confidentiality’, ‘freedom to select arbitrators’ and ‘predictability’, not solely cost-effectiveness and efficiency.\(^{119}\)

Extending this survey of arbitration institutions and centres to less developed countries, the Lahore-based Centre for International Investment and Commercial Arbitration (CIICA), formally inaugurated on April 2016, also represents the recent trend for creating arbitration centres focused on geographic specialization. The Pakistani CIICA aims not only to promote ICA as a method of dispute resolution within the Centre, but arguably represents the growth of arbitration centres into regions wishing to attract and build investor confidence.\(^{120}\)

Other new centres focus on building confidence and capacity across reasons. For example, the new China Africa Joint Arbitration Centre (CAJAC) was established to resolve commercial disputes particularly between Chinese and African parties,
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while also seeking new avenues through which ICA can promote global ties and economic legitimacy.121

Arbitration centres such as those identified above reflect broader principles of economic innovation and building the dispute resolution capacity of businesses.122 In this way, ICA adheres to prodigious imperatives, rather than offering zero-sum methods of resolving global disputes quickly. As a result, these recent examples reflect the need for ‘clear, concise and coherent’ ICA proceedings123 even if lengthy or costly awards do arise. They emphasize how arbitrators provide quality, specialized and internationally-respected awards, not inexpensive band aid solutions to complex disputes.

Innovations such as continuing education of arbitrators, party feedback questionnaires, guidelines for appointing arbitrators, and geographically specialized arbitration centres, all aim to improve ICA beyond the perceived ‘judicialization’ of these innovative methods of alternative dispute resolution. Taking into consideration the need for accountability in arbitration, global accessibility and ‘best practice’ in arbitration, these new centres and examples demonstrate the diverse ways in which arbitrators can add value to the services they offer.

7. Conclusion

What can be done to encourage ‘best practice’ in ICA proceedings and combat the perception that ICA is unduly ‘judicialized’?

Rather than support overbroad and general contentions that ICA is inherently flawed for being ‘judicialized’, or arguing that ICA arbitrators consistently fail to focus sufficiently clearly on material issues, commentators and practitioners alike need to realize that the quality of an ICA award relies on many factors. Efficiency and cost are important considerations in evaluating ICA, but they need not be the only
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considerations: accountability, fairness, transparency and sound reasoning are all salient attributes of a respected ICA award.

As such, the future success of ICA may depend not only on redressing the cost, delay and complexity of proceedings, but on reforming ICA to better acknowledge the functional diversity of arbitration cases and to arrive at more adaptable standards of ‘international best practice’. This reform of ICA does not entail dismissing the use of inductive methods of reasoning that inhere in common law decision-making, nor rejecting deductive methods of reasoning inherent in civil law systems.124

Rather, ICA should invite a purposeful, well designed and ultimately serviceable analysis of what constitutes ‘international best practice’ in the applicable commercial context. That context, in turn, includes giving due account to the diverse parties, industries, arbitrators and legal entities that define the landscape of ICA. The aspiration is to demonstrate how ‘efficient arbitration processes can be equivalent to good case management and thereby result in a correct outcome’.125 The objective is also to recognize that such a ‘correct outcome’ is as much a product of the process from which that outcome derives, as is the outcome itself. Merely seeking to simplify arbitral awards and streamline proceedings may ignore the other important benefits that ICA can provide international parties, not least of all, contextually informed, and carefully reasoned awards that achieve a ‘balance between the requirements of due process and efficiency within international arbitration’.126

In responding to the need for a contextual assessment of ICA, an historical and functional conceptualization of ‘international best practice’ may respond most tenably to the criticism that ICA is unduly nationalized and overly ‘judicialized’ in the image of common law reasoning. The prospective result is the development of more balanced, coherent and autonomous methods of dispute resolution than prevail within inward-looking national law and judicial traditions. This result can highlight the virtue of developing a more autonomous and transnational ICA regime without
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denying the value of national law or decision-making. Importantly too, it can build on the promising trend of judges from different national regimes supporting the development of an international body of arbitration jurisprudence, which affirms the consistency and predictability of ICA.

Although Australia provides a useful example of ICA practice, the development and challenges of ICA in Australia resonate globally. Like Australia, jurisdictions such as Hong Kong and Singapore have well developed legal systems and established rule of law traditions. They also have highly regarded international arbitration centres. Moreover, the reform of ICA across the Asia-Pacific region as elsewhere, will necessarily vary across national jurisdictions in accordance with each jurisdiction’s distinctive arbitral capabilities, national interests, and capacity to accommodate the demands of ‘international best practice’.

In viewing ICA globally, the purpose of ‘international best practice’ is to preserve the autonomy of the parties, to seek timeliness and efficiency in deciding disputes between them, and to do so fairly and in accordance with applicable laws. In this sense, rather than completely abandon the narrative of ‘judicialization’, this article presents a critical reassessment of this narrative to determine the extent to which ICA reform takes account of broader historical and contextual aspirations of ICA.

Ultimately, the cogency of ICA reform will depend on whether innovations are implemented reflectively, strategically and functionally. Such reforms are most likely to be achieved only if the institutions undertaking them establish realistic parameters by which to determine, implement and measure a ‘quality’ arbitration. The qualitative and quantitative assessment of ICA reforms will need to be conducted on a continuing basis. While initiating and measuring the ongoing viability of these reforms will inevitably be challenging, this article argues that such reforms are already underway, not only incrementally but systemically. The challenge ahead will be in supplementing these reforms creatively, aided by the tenacity to sustain them. ICA should not go gently into that good night, nor should it succumb to the over-broad
criticism that it has been ‘judicialized’. There are innovative ways to improve this mode of dispute resolution, beyond fixating on the cost and time it takes to produce awards.